Quality assurance protocol for superficial and deep hyperthermia systems established by the Hellenic Association of Medical Physicists (HAMP) in cooperation with the Hellenic Society of Oncologic Hyperthemia (HSOH): A study based on European Society for Hyperthermic Oncology (ESHO) quality assurance guidelines.
During the last years hyperthermia is a developing therapeutic modality in Greece. Quality assurance (QA) procedures are essential for ensuring the correct operation of the hyperthermia system and therefore the selective heating of the tumor with minimum toxicity to the surrounding healthy tissues. The European Society for Hyperthermic Oncology (ESHO) has proposed QA guidelines for superficial as well as deep hyperthermia systems. The purpose of this study was to describe the adapted QA protocol for superficial and deep hyperthermia systems established in Greece. A working group was created by the Hellenic Association of Medical Physicists (HAMP) for the proposal of QA guidelines for superficial and deep hyperthermia systems. A review of the protocol proposed by ESHO, together with the existing protocols in other European and International centers, as well as protocols suggested by European or International organizations, was performed. Then, a protocol was suggested, describing procedures for QA according to the current technology and the existing equipment used in Greece. A protocol describing the procedures for QA of superficial and deep hyperthermia systems was proposed. These procedures aim to evaluate the correct operation of the device, the thermometric system, the generator, the incorporated power meter and the applicators. It will also ensure the electrical safety of the devices. The proposed protocol, applied by medical physicists in Greece, will ensure an efficient treatment with safety and minimum adverse effects. This protocol has been approved by the Hellenic Society of Oncologic Hyperthermia and the Hellenic Association of Medical Physicists.